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WELCOME

Welcome to our first edition of ‘The Yarn’.  
 
We are very fortunate to live in a country with such a
wonderful, rich and timeless culture. 
 
But rather than respect Indigenous peoples and
their Cultures, non-indigenous Australia’s history in
respect to the traditional owners of this country is filled
with multifarious examples of cruelty,  brutality and
deprivation.
 
We acknowledge the horrific inhumanity suffered by the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, not just
historically but within our lifetimes.  We acknowledge
the impact this has had on the communities, families
and individuals concerned and the inter-generational
trauma it has caused.   As individuals, organisations and
a society, we must commit to doing whatever is
necessary to ensure that the acts and omissions of the
past are never repeated and crucially demonstrate by
way of our actions, a conviction to heal the damage that
has been done.

‘The Yarn’ will present educational materials
including stories and points of view from a wide
range of sources with the intent to improve our
knowledge and understanding of that inhumanity
and its impact.   Also, and importantly, we want to
celebrate the rich cultures of the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people on the lands in which
we live and work and the amazing work being
undertaken within the communities we serve
through GPTQ.   
 
Our commitment is to learn, listen and support the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities
and people we work with and serve.   We commit to
working toward closing the gap and to learning from
and embracing the richness and heritage of the
oldest continuing culture in the world.

KATHIE SADLER
CEO, GPTQ

North Brisbane District Edition



THE APOLOGY
 This 13th of February 2020, marks the 12 year anniversary of

the long-awaited apology to the Stolen Generations on behalf
of the Australian Government. Within the apology, Prime
Minister at the time Kevin Rudd acknowledged the heartache,
cruelty and injustice that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people endured from 1890 to 1970 when the Government’s
Aboriginal Protection Policy allowed the legal removal of
children from their families. Rudd also verbally recognised the
negative long-term effects of policies that continue to affect
individuals and their families (to the present day). Until the
2008 apology, the Australian Government and many of its
citizens, refused to acknowledge the stolen generations,
forcing those affected to live in shame and silence. 
 
We invite you during the month of February to take a moment
or two to reflect on some of the stories shared by the men
and women affected, to this day, by the Stolen Generation.

Nicholas Flowers was
born 100 kilometres
east of Alice Springs in
the old mining town
of Arltunga. He was
removed from his
mother before his first
birthday and sent to
the Catholic mission
in the Tiwi Islands.  
 
 
“They’d strip us and
flog us with a sewing
machine belt,” he
told the
photographer. Oct.
31, 2015.

Eileen Cummings was born in central Arnhem Land in 1943. She
was taken to Croker Island in the Tiwi Islands. 
 
“When they came to take me, I thought they were just taking
me for a ride in the truck, so I jumped in the truck thinking I
was really good I thought I’d go for this wonderful ride. Then
as it started to get dark, I realized that I was going further and
further away from my mother. And I started to cry, and I was
crying all the way.” Nov. 26, 2015.

Joyce Napurrula-Schroeder was taken from Phillip Creek, north of
Tennant Creek, in 1947 with 15 other children, and placed in the
Retta Dixon Home in Darwin. She was less than 2 years old. She
told the photographer she was sexually abused during her time at
Retta Dixon. 
 
“I think when you grow up in a mission you're not nurtured,
you're not nursed, you're not hugged, you're not given any
love. How can you give love if you've never known love?” Nov.
13, 2015.

Images and quotes courtesy of Matthew Sherwood



LEGACY MAP
 

The massacres of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
by British Invaders between 1788 and 1930 were
documented in newspaper accounts, station records, private
correspondence from settlers, and in records kept by officers
in charge of Native Police patrols. The true extent of these
harrowing massacres is unknown as many were not recorded.
 
The trauma and memories of such massacres live on within
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and their
descendants. Without the opportunity to heal, the impact of
such trauma is passed from one generation to the next.
 
The GPTQ Landscape Legacy Map is a new initiative to better
understand what our surrounding landscape is telling us
about the epigenetics and impact of intergenerational trauma
upon our local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities. It is hoped ongoing historical research into
locations of local massacres will help General Practitioners in
their understanding and holistic healthcare approach towards
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patients.

Reported Massacres in Brisbane North: 
 
1 July 1831: At Moreton Island, twenty Ngugi people were
surrounded at their camp at dawn and shot dead by the
British military in retaliation for what was in fact the Ngugi
people defending their rights. 
 
15 April 1858: At Whiteside Station, Moreton Bay, eight Ngugi
people were shot dead by British military and Native police as
reprisal for one their troopers being killed.
 
August 1862: At Caboolture, nine Aboriginal people during
their tribal corrobboree were shot dead by Native police. It is
held this unprovoked attack was done out of opportunity, as
Native Police were instructed to disperse congregations of
Aboriginal people.
 

PIG FACE (Carpobrotus rossii)

BUSHFOOD

Karkalla or Pigface as its better known, grows
especially well in warm coastal climates.
Traditionally, Indigenous Australians used to eat
the flesh fresh or dried and would pair it with meat
such as fish. The leaves can also be used to treat
burns and stings like aloe vera. 
 
Recipe: Fermented Greens
 
Fantastically healthy and an economical way of
storing food. Add your fermented greens to the
triple s, (salads, sandwiches and soups). 
 
250g Karkalla (Pigface)
1 garlic clove
1 red chilli 
6 per cent salt brine
 
 

Make a 6 per cent salt brine solution with filtered
water. Mix a ratio of 6 per cent salt to 1 liter of water
until dissolved. 
 
Pack a 250 ml jar with all ingredients. Cover with salt
brine. 
 
Leave to ferment for 1-2 weeks out of direct sunlight. 
 
'Burp' your jar a few times in the first week by simply
twisting the lid to allow carbon dioxide to escape but
don't let oxygen into the jar. 
 
 
 
Recipe courtesy of Warndu Mai - Good Food by Damien
Coulthard and Rebecca Sullivan 
 
 



 

 

In February 1842, up to 60 Aboriginal people were massacred with food rations laced with poison at Kilcoy
station. Following this massacre, evidence suggests that at the December 1842 Bunya Gathering, the Elders and
the Borra Council decided they would no longer cooperate with European settlers and that it was time to limit
their intrusion and respond to the slaughter and assaults. This response by the Elders was reached and agreed
by
inter-tribal collaboration based upon traditional Aboriginal law and systems of governance. For the next ten
years, Dundalli was given the task of dealing with the ever-increasing European violations of their lands and laws
with precise and moderate responses according to ancient Aboriginal law. 
 
Dundalli was accused of being involved in the attack on the Archer brothers’ Durundur Station in 1843. He was
allegedly sighted in the spearing of the shepherd and a warrant was made for his arrest. It appears this event
pressed him to move to Bribie Island and live with the Djindubari people who adopted him and gave him a
prominent position. 
 
Dundalli was soon targeted as the person responsible for almost every act of violence. He was linked to the
October 1846 station attack on the Pine River in which Andrew Gregor and his female servant Mary Shannon
were killed. Circumstantial evidence often based on rumour, alleged he was involved in an attack on three
sawyers (traditional wood sawers) in September 1847 in which William Boller lost his life; the killing of a
fisherman Charles Gray in 1849; theft from a settler’s hut in 1852 and an attack on a shepherd named Halloran.
 
There was great divide in the Aboriginal community between those who supported him and protected him, and
those who were prepared to give information on his whereabouts to the police. Dundalli’s commitment to
exacting Aboriginal justice, as well as his loyalty to both his people and his culture, made him a hero to many
Aboriginal people and a feared enemy of European settlers.
 
It took many years and resources to finally capture Dundalli in Fortitude Valley in May 1854. He was tried before
Sir Roger Therry and executed in January 1855 at Queen Street outside the Brisbane gaol. Town constables and
mounted Native Police surrounded the gallows to prevent any escape attempt or rescue. As Dundalli mounted
the scaffold, he called out to a large group of his people gathered in the nearby brushes and reminded them of
their struggle, they in turn let out a chilling loud cry for their lawman when he fell. Dundalli met an appalling
brutal death due to the executioner’s bungling of the hanging. When Dundalli fell from the scaffold, his feet hit
upon his coffin which forced the executioner to pull down on his long legs until he died. Dundalli was the last
man to be publicly executed in Queensland. 
 
Source:  Libby Connors, Historian Author of ‘Warrior’, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/dundalli-12895

Young warrior Dundalli (1820-1855), was born into the
Dalla tribe in 1820. He grew up in the Blackall Range
mountains where he became a young man of stature and
was asked by his tribe to build relations and negotiate
with missionaries. At first believing that Aboriginal people
could benefit from contact with European settlers, a
series of offenses against his people led Dundalli to
becoming a great Aboriginal lawman and warrior.
Renowned for his size and strength, he figured
prominently in accounts of conflict with European settlers
in the areas of Brisbane and south-east Queensland.

The Story of a Warrior

NORTH BRISBANE HISTORICAL FIGURES
DUNDALLI 1820 -5 JAN 1855

 



WUNYA BABY TO COUNTRY

For thousands of years, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples have held Wunya (welcome) Baby to Country
ceremonies to acknowledge an infant’s connection to the land
on which they are born. Welcoming a new baby into
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities is a cultural
practice that involves the whole community – men, women,
children and extended families.
 
First 1000 days refers to the earliest stage of human
development, from pre-conception to the end of a child’s
second year. Research has shown this is the time when the
foundations of optimum health, well-being, growth and
neurodevelopment across the lifespan are established. For
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander parents, First 1000 Days
Australia acknowledges the continuing impact of colonisation
and the resultant intergenerational trauma that affects their
ability to parent their children within their culture.
 
Many families who have been disconnected from their culture
have expressed a desire to reconnect to their Country and
their culture, and importantly so that their children can learn
and be proud of their Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander

heritage, culture and history. The First 1000 Days Moreton
Bay team aim to encourage a change of attitudes, policies,
programs and practices, within the region including reviving
Wunya Baby to Country, to help positively influence early life
outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children.
 
The Wunya Baby to Country ceremonies, held annually, are
invaluable in not only connecting babies to the land on which
they are born, but also in renewing culture for families by
connecting the child’s family with other local families, Elders
and community.

Wunya Baby to Country ceremony (along with Wunya Child to
Country) organisers and appointed working groups
collaborate closely with local families and parents, Traditional
Owners and Elders within their regions to reawaken and re-
imagine this practice into a modern-day community
ceremonial event. Local protocols and locations are set by the
Traditional Owners and Elders to maintain the integrity and
authenticity of the ceremonial observance. Traditional
practices and gifts given to each child vary across ceremonies.
All babies welcomed receive a certificate, and children and
families at each ceremony are also photographed alongside
the officiating Elder. 
 
The Moreton Bay Working Group held a Wunya Baby to
Country Ceremony in September 2019 at yourtown
Deception Bay, where 350 people attended, including 42
babies aged up to two years were welcomed onto Country by
Kabi Kabi Elder Aunty Lynette Johannessen. In this heartfelt
ceremony, Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander children were
gifted a handcrafted headband made of kangaroo fur, a native
plant to plant in the garden at yourtown and a framed
certificate.
 
In 2020 there will be a Wunya Baby to Country Ceremony held
on 30th May and a Wunya Child to Country Ceremony held on
4th August. Locations will be verified closer to the date. For
more information or to get in contact with the First 1000 Days
Moreton Bay, you can find them on Facebook. Please search
First 1000 Days Moreton Bay or follow the below link: 
 
First 1000 Days Moreton Bay
 

https://www.facebook.com/first1000daysmoretonbay/


"This painting is called ‘Platypus Story’, in my Grandfather’s
language; Guri Duri: the Platypus. You can see at the top, the
circles, the life force and the green of the rainforest and you
have the mist of the rain in the rain forest and if you look hard
you can see the women are collecting the food source along
the creek beds and they’re digging up the wild yams and you
can see them carrying the food in the coolamons and one
woman kneeling and digging up the wild yams and one
mother with a little dilly bag and her little son coming along
collecting the food. You can also see the sand along the river
bank and we know that its fresh water because we only have
Guri Duri the Platypus who only lives in fresh water and again
the circles are the life force of the water. 
 
The story about Guri Duri helps us to remember the marriage
rules because in our culture we had no inbreeding
whatsoever until the European arrival. Marriage laws were
very strictly set. So in the dreaming, stories are passed on
using different things so we remember. Guri Duri came about
by breaking the laws of marriage. The little wild duck along the
riverbank fell in love with the little rat-tailed wallaby – two
different oddities – they could not be together but they ran
away and they mated. The little duck lay two eggs, (the
Platypus usually lays two eggs, sometimes one, sometimes
three but normally its two eggs) then out of the egg came Guri
Duri. To show respect for the mother, it has a bill like a duck,
web feet like a duck, lays eggs like a duck and to show respect
for the father it has fur, it can go on the land, it can burrow in
to make it’s tunnels and it also has a little membrane where it
suckles its young;

Colin Jones was born in 1947 in Ipswich, Queensland, and is of
Kaladoon and Nunuckle tribal descent. Colin’s Aboriginal
name is Ko-Ro, which means Brolga wings. As a young boy,
Colin learned to paint from his grandfather. The subject of
Australian black history is near and dear to Colin and it is
richly depicted in every painting he produces. His multi-
layered dot paintings tell the stories of his ancestral lands
where the rain forest, rivers and land connect. Bush tucker is
in abundance and native animals live harmoniously together
providing a rich source of food for the native dwellers. In
these depictions, there are small gestures such as the foot
and hand prints telling the stories of Aboriginal people’s
continuous fight for their rights. Some of Colin’s favourite
animals such as goanna, barramundi and python are visually
represented as camouflaged in the canvas. His painting
techniques provide much movement and sense of wonder to
the viewers. Colin is also a celebrated teacher of history and
culture all over the world. He has taught at the University of
Honolulu and the University of Hilo, Hawaii as well as in
Germany, France and England. He has also lectured at the
UN. Colin’s art has been exhibited in leading galleries in
Europe, America, Great Britain and Australia.

In this way, the two have become one. So what happens? Guri
Duri knew that the law was broken by mating and having
these little creatures. So that’s why they’re very hard to see,
you’ve got to look for them and they come out in the shadowy
places because of the shame they had brought upon them by
the breaking of that law of marriage."
 
To learn more from Uncle Colin visit our YouTube videos by
clicking on the image below. 

ART SPOTLIGHT
THE PLATYPUS - FOUND IN NORTH BRISBANE WATERWAYS

https://youtu.be/_N3V_n3ASFM
https://youtu.be/_N3V_n3ASFM


CHECK US OUT
 Indigenous Health Training Team Medical

Educator, Dr Danielle Arabena, regularly
yarns with a range of innovators, trail
blazers and community leaders in
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
health and medicine. These inspiring and
educational podcasts and videos provide
a wealth of information covering women,
men and children’s health, family health
and wellness, mental health, sexual
health, Our Mob Our Stories, Indigenous
history and community innovations
helping Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people.
 

YOUTUBE
Indigenous Health MeDTalk

PODCAST

Indigenous Health MeDTalk
Learn more about working in Aboriginal medical health
services and about many fascets of Indigenous Culture by
checking out the Indigenous Health MedTalk Youtube
found on Apple Podcasts and Spotify, and our videos are
on the YouTube Channel. 

A national day of action to support and achieve equality of health and life
expectancy for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people by 2030. First
organised in 2006, Australia’s peak Indigenous and non-Indigenous health bodies,
NGOs and communities come together and hold events to improve the health of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and raise awareness of the
Indigenous health crisis.

On 13 February 2008, Prime Minister Kevin Rudd made a formal apology to
Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people for the laws and policies of
successive Parliaments and governments that inflicted upon them profound grief,
suffering and loss. The apology in particular is made to the Stolen Generations
whose lives had been blighted by past government policies of child removal and
Indigenous assimilation.

Most Australians celebrate Australia Day as the day Australia was founded. In
contrast, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people mourn their history and call
it ‘Survival Day’, ‘Invasion Day’, or ‘Day of Mourning’. For the Indigenous peoples of
this land, it is a commemoration day of deep loss. Loss of their sovereign rights to
their land, loss of family, loss of right to practice their culture. The name ‘Survival
Day’ expresses the strength and resilience of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
culture despite all that has happened since colonisation.

WHAT'S ON JAN-MAR 2020
 
 

https://youtu.be/f2CaGpvG5bY
https://youtu.be/f2CaGpvG5bY
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/life-as-indigenous-elder-changing-landscape-aboriginal/id1449821987?i=1000454576267
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4H7FXolUj9Aa4GkvFUlh1Z


CARING FOR
COUNTRY

 

 

‘If you look after the country, the country will look after you.’ 
 

For Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, the land is life. They are connected spiritually to the
land, water, flora, fauna, air, soil, rocks, trees, salt and fresh water. An important part of cultural practice

is to respect connection to the land as it is intricately linked to every aspect of their culture, health,
spirituality and existence. 

 
Caring for country practices this all-encompassing interdependent relationship between Indigenous
peoples and their ancestral lands, waters, plants and animals. Caring for country is necessary for the
health of their land and translates into ethical and responsible practices including cultural burning,

protecting country through respect, protecting and enhancing species diversity, protecting sacred areas,
performing ceremonies and teaching new generations on country.

 
The land and sea sustains and provides for our health and wellbeing and that of our communities, and
we can reciprocate through developing an intimate awareness of responsible landscape management

and practice Caring for Country.

How You Can Care for Country: Take 3 for the Sea
 
Take 3 is building a global movement of people who are connected to the planet, and believes in simple
actions to address complex problems. Wherever we are, we are connected to the sea. The ocean
provides us with the oxygen we breathe and the climate that sustains us. We need a healthy ocean for
our own survival. 
 
Plastic pollution threatens ocean and human health, sea life, food safety and quality, coastal tourism, air
quality and contributes to climate change. Every year it is estimated that eight million tonnes of plastic
enters the ocean. The ocean and its sea-life need you.
 
ACTION:
Take 3 pieces of rubbish with you when you leave the beach, creeks or waterways… and you have made
a difference in Caring for Country.
 
To find out more visit take3.org



RECYCLING IN
PRACTICE
WHAT YOU CAN DO RIGHT NOW

 

shampoo, conditioner, hair gel, body wash containers
air freshener, deodorant, hair spray & empty aerosol cans
aftershave, perfume, vitamin glass bottles
washing detergent boxes, toilet paper and rolls 
empty, dry plastic containers and bottles of washing liquid, fabric softener, stain remover, cleaning
products

newspapers, junk mail, brochures, office paper, envelopes, window envelopes, phone books, used
notebooks, manilla folders
wrapping/packaging paper, greeting cards, coloured paper, glossy magazines
cardboard boxes, toy boxes, tissue boxes, aluminium foil, pie trays 
long-life milk/fruit juice cartons, egg cartons, cereal boxes, pizza boxes, biscuit/sushi trays, margarine
containers, berry punnets, fruit packaging
coffee cups made from cardboard, soft drink cans
beer, wine and spirit bottles, jam/condiments/sauce bottles and jars 
empty and dry paint tins 

soft plastic bags, cling wrap, soft plastic packaging (e.g. chip, rice & pasta packets)
toothpaste tubes, plastic straws
padded envelopes, bubble wrap, photographs, clothes
wax-coated paper, wax-coated cardboard boxes, styrofoam, polystyrene 
food and garden waste 
toilet paper, nappies, tissues, wet wipes 
drinking glasses, ceramics, crockery 
light bulbs, window, mirror, heat-proof glass
biodegradable, compostable packaging (e.g. bamboo plates and cutlery) 
batteries, gas bottles, wire, scrap iron, cutlery, whitegoods 

What can I put in my Recycle bin?
Most items made from cardboard, glass, paper, plastics and metal (aluminum's and steel) can be put in
your Brisbane City Council recycle bin with the yellow lid. Keep reading to check on your recycling best
practice.
 
Bathroom and Laundry items:

 
General Household Items: 

 
Unacceptable Items:

 
 



RECYCLING IN
PRACTICE
WHAT YOU CAN DO RIGHT NOW

 

set up a separate recycle bin in your kitchen
labels do not need to be removed 
items do not need to be rinsed
remove lids and/or pumps and place in your recycling bin 
do not place items in plastic bags in your recycling bin 
Woolworths and Coles stores have collection bins for soft plastic bags, wraps and packaging 

add a recycling bin to your practice kitchen to catch all recyclables 
swap paper hand towels for reusable towels in the kitchen and bathrooms 
allocate someone each week to take soft plastics to the Coles/Woolworths soft plastics drop off bins
If someone in the office has a home compost system and/or chickens, place all green/food items into
a container ready for them to take home at the end of each day 
consider if solar panels would be right for your practice 
replace energy-sucking lighting with LED lights
go to www.whogivesacrap.org for your toilet paper supplies 

Recycling Tips:

 
Which of these can you put into practice in your GP Practice? 

Watch This Space
In upcoming issues, we will delve deeper into building a greener GP Practice with tips and articles to
assist you, no matter where you're at on your sustainability journey. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you have any questions, comments or concerns about anything you've read in this issue, please email us:
iht@gptq.qld.edu.au 


